Sales Fleet
Fleet Management Solutions

Increase the Success of Your Sales Force
Your sales team is under increasing pressure to find new customers while keeping the existing ones happy.
Gaining a competitive edge without hiring additional staff can be challenging. Geotab’s fleet management
solutions provide the insight, visibility, and actionable alerts to increase productivity, reduce costs, and boost
customer service.

The Geotab Advantage
+ Services scheduling and reminders, and stock management.
+ Alerts for vehicles nearing contractual mileage limits.
+ Accident management from the instant of impact to reduce
insurance costs.
+E
 ngine diagnostics and battery monitoring to prevent
unexpected vehicle breakdown.
+ Flexible software with integration capacity.
+ Advanced dashboard reports to monitor performance.

Learn more at Geotab.com

Sales Fleet

Open Platform Fleet Management Solutions
Improve Driver Safety

Manage Compliance

+ Risk & safety reports

+ Privacy mode

+ In-vehicle coaching

+S
 et rules and alerts to conform to
company policy

+V
 iew vehicles on a map in real-time
with breadcrumb trail detail

+V
 ehicle inspections for safety
(Duty of Care)

+C
 reate exception rules to improve
driver productivity

+ Accident notifications
+ Seat belt use detection
+S
 afety alerts: driving in reverse,
harsh braking and cornering
and more

Enhance Productivity
& Customer Service

+ Report on trips and activities
+ Optimise routes

Expandability
+ IOX technology & Add-Ons
+ SDK, API integration, & Add-Ins
+ Accelerate accounts receivable
+ Automated mileage capture

Optimise Fleets & Cut Fuel Costs

Geotab GO7 Telematics Device

+ Improve fuel economy

+ Fast GPS acquisition time
+ Captures rich, second-by-second data

+ Lower CO2 emissions

+ Accurate engine diagnostics

+ Decrease idling

+ Self-calibrating accelerometer

+ Reduce speeding
+ Plan preventative maintenance
+ Engine diagnostics

Reliable, Scalable & Secured
Scalable to all fleet sizes

Big Data for Business Intelligence

Multilingual
Customisable dashboards

Fully-expandable integration:
vision-based advanced driver
assistance systems and more!

Globalised solutions

Secured storage in European data centre

Geotab.com/marketplace

Learn more at Geotab.com

